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1. Introduction 
 

1.1  Context 
              
Dreams and wishes are the output of our conscious and subconscious mind representing our 
true identity, creativity and moral. And so far there is no proper platform which excites people 
to value and utilize their dreams and wishes. “iDream” is a blog type website platform for 
saving, sharing and utilizing people’s dreams and wishes through interactivities and revealing 
the best form of communication between people of different culture and race.  
 
The site is created by Joomla CMS (Content Management System) which is a PHP (Hypertext 
Preprocessor) based platform for websites. The functionalities of the website are divided into 
several components and modules following Joomla’s MVC (Model-View-Controller) 
architecture. Also, there is detailed research on Joomla component creation and a prototype of 
3D template using HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), CSS (Cascading Style Sheets), 
Javascript and jQuery.  
 
 

1.2  Aim and Purpose 
 
“You can’t cross the sea merely by standing and staring at the water.” - Rabindranath 
Tagore[1]. 
 
The importance of aiming at the goal is crucial in order to achieve success in any project. 
Aims and purposes for this thesis are grouped into web site related and technology related 
categories. 
 
 
Website Related 
 
 Creating and saving dreams and wishes as blog entry 
 Sharing them in gallery and viewing them with commenting feature. 
 Every blog entry can be followed and/or subscribed 
 All users have their own channel, which can be subscribed by others 
 Promoting popular dream and wish blogs by creating a community around them 
 Family page for viewing activities of family members 

 
 
Technology Related 
 
 PHP programming  
 Exploring Joomla component Creation 
 3D templating technologies analysis according to Human-Computer Interaction 

principles 
 
 

http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/36913.Rabindranath_Tagore
http://www.goodreads.com/author/show/36913.Rabindranath_Tagore
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1.3  Method and Resources 
 
During analysis and implementation, Google search has been used to find resources online, 
e.g. Wikipedia, Google Books, Google Scholar, Blogs, Official websites of the companies 
who developed these technologies, Youtube etc. Also, some e-books helped to enrich the 
report.  
 
Also, in regular interval, there have been surveys on the website with other students and 
improved different design fixes and functionalities. Especially, the 3D website layout is built 
based on surveys.  
 
 

1.4  Acknowledgements  
 
Lynda.com video tutorials for Joomla CMS, User Control, HTML5, CSS3, Joomla 
Component Development, Joomla backend management and working with bootstrap 
technology. Also, “TheNewBoston.com” from “Bucky Roberts” and “Mybringback” youtube 
channel to learn basics of PHP, Html5, CSS3, jQuery and “Thorn-web-design” youtube 
tutorials for understanding Joomla component development’s and its architecture. 
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2. Analysis                
 

2.1  Joomla CMS  
 
Joomla is a PHP based content management system which is used by 4% of the total websites 
on the web and the second most popular CMS in the world after Wordpress and growing 
fast[2]. It is an open source distribution under GNU (General Public License) Version 2 and 
has a library containing thousands of free and commercial plug-ins which makes the 
programmer’s job easier and more efficient. Joomla’s component creation and template 
architecture allows to create a massive amount of re-useable code which is the reason Joomla 
has thousands of free plug-ins, templates and extension packs[3]. Community support is the 
heart of Joomla and prime cause of its growing users and popularity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                         
 
                  Figure 2.1: Breakdown of CMS popularity, according to W3Tech’s survey of the        
                                     top 1 million domains. [4] 
 
 
From the statistics, it is clear that Joomla is the second best player in the world of CMS. A lot 
of users and contributors have made it possible for it to move forward and soon battle with 
wordpress head-to-head for the top position. 
 
It is predicted by a lot of web guru’s that, in upcoming years, it might surpass Wordpress and 
become number one [4]. 
 
The latest release of Joomla CMS is “Joomla 3.1”.  It gave Joomla a brand new image by 
introducing default bootstrap support, LESS CSS (A dynamic stylesheet language) styling, 
PostgreSQL database, PHP Memcached Driver, cleaning up unused and old codes and better 
standardization of tables[5].  
 
Designed with latest HTML5 and CSS3, Joomla brings a sharp and up-to-date UI (User 
Interface) for both the website(Frontend) and administration part (Backend) and can be easily 
used and modified using Joomla User Interface (JUI) library[5].  
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2.2  Joomla Component 
 
Joomla component is not just a script to create the dynamic front end for traditional web 
programming. Instead, it is designed to work simultaneously both in the Frontend (the 
application itself) and Backend (controls administrative tasks on the application). It is also 
highly scalable and flexible with the template so the customers, who might not have any 
programming knowledge, can use it however and wherever they want to. The Joomla 
component development follows an MVC (Model-View-Controller) approach which allows to 
create more robust components and applications for Joomla[6]. 
 
 
 
                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

                                          Figure 2.2: How Joomla MVC works[7] 

 
There can be two ways of component creation: 

 
1. Creating the component with some basic requirement and then installing it on the site. 

The modifications can be made on the live site then. 
 

2. Creating the whole component first and then installing it on the site. 
 
The first approach is more efficient as the effect of each change performed is visible real-time 
which allows to efficiently develop the site. This strategy is used in our blog system 
component. 
 
When Joomla starts to handle user requests, such as a GET request for a specific page, first 
Joomla reads the URL to determine the responsible component for processing the request and 
redirects the request to that specific component[6]. 
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The component gives control to its own controller to decide the next move for the request. 
The Controller analyses the request and select which Model is needed to satisfy the request 
properly and selects appropriate View for returning back the outputs to the user. 
 
The Model handles all kind of data which is used by a component to handle requests. This 
data comes from a database, either MySql database, or some external database, and it is also 
possible for the model to obtain data and queries from other outside sources, such as via a 
web service API running on another server. One of the most important tasks of the Model is 
updating the database with latest values. The reason for creating the Model is to separate the 
Controller and View from the main functionality of how data is obtained or utilized. 
 
The View is used for displaying the output that gets to the browser through the component. It 
asks the Model for any required information it needs and formats the information 
appropriately. For example, several data items collected from the Model could be wrapped 
into an HTML table by the View. 
 

High modularity is what Joomla is designed to be while performing actions. The output from 
the component is the only part of the web page that the user sees in his browser. After the 
view has created the output, the component gives the control back to the Joomla framework 
which then loads and executes.  
 

A template inside the Joomla framework analyses and combines the output from the 
component and any modules that are active on the current page, so that it can be rendered to 
the browser as a single page[8]. 
 
For designers who just deal with creating new designs rather than understanding or handling 
the underlying code, Joomla contains additional power, freedom and flexibility for them. 
Joomla differentiates the traditional view into a separate view and layout. The View gets all 
sort of necessary data from the Model, as in a traditional MVC pattern, and makes that data 
available to the layout, which takes care of proper formatting of the retrieved data for 
presentation to the user. The good thing about having this differentiation is that the Joomla 
template system provides a simple mechanism for any layout to be overridden in the core 
template. These layout overrides are synchronized with the template and provides complete 
control over all the output from the Joomla core to template designer and on the third-party 
extensions and plug-ins that follows the default MVC design pattern [8]. 
 
Joomla is built on PHP, thus inherits everything from PHP. Plus it has its own API with lots 
of useful class libraries. Some of the most used ones are: 
 

- JFactory : It provides access to a group of core Joomla Objects and returns objects  
                 with the site settings. 
 

- JApplication :  Acts as a factory class for application specific objects and provides  
                 many supporting API functions. It is the most significant library which       
                 contains maximum amount of methods to interact with the application. 
  

- JLoader  : JLoader is the core of the Joomla Platform as it controls auto-loading of  
                             classes. Class names and paths conform to the auto-loader convention. 
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- JModel  : An abstract class providing the basic functionality for concrete model       
                             objects according to Joomla's MVC pattern. 
 

- JView      : Displays the data of the model by passing it to a template    
 

- JController    : It handles the user requests and evokes the model and the views to        
                                     change its state. 
   

- JCache           : Defines Joomla's basic caching functionality.    
 

- JCryptCipher : Provides cryptographic cipher security functionality. 
 

- JDocument    : Provides all kind of methods to handle documents, files etc. 
 

- JForm            : Creating forms, getting data and validation of input is handles by this  
                                     library and its methods.  
 

- JDatabase      : Initiates and manages database activities. 
  

- JUser             : Holds all the information about the user. Used a lot in “iDream”   
                                    [9]. 
 
 
 
Then, there is a specific set of commands and rules to follow so that the component can 
synchronize with any template the client may use. Another good thing about the Joomla 
component is that memory management, basic security, cross platform access, etc. has been 
taken care of by default [8]. 
        
For example, these 5 core files are needed to create a very basic “hello World” Joomla 
component. 

 site/hello.php - this is the entry point to our component 
 site/controller.php - this file contains our base controller 
 site/views/hello/view.html.php - this file retrieves the necessary data and pushes it into 

the template 
 site/views/hello/tmpl/default.php - this is the template for our output 
 hello.xml - this is an XML (manifest) file that tells Joomla! how to install our 

component [6]. 

 
The overall architecture makes it really tough for a beginner to learn Joomla component 
development and incorporating it with system template. On the other hand, since each of these 
components act like a complete product with high flexibility, once a component is created, it 
can be shared with the community or commercialized, which opens doors for the Joomla 
library with gigantic amount of free code to use from other community members[10]. 
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2.3  Joomla Modules 
 
Modules acts as a connector between components and templates. They are the placeholders 
arranged around a component on a page. The modules are assigned per menu item and highly 
flexible so that the user can decide if a specific module will be shown or hidden in a specific 
page. Example: Login module is a module connected with login component and can be 
assigned in the pages user defines. 
 
“Module Position” is a basic element while developing Joomla template. It is used to name 
different positions/placeholders within a Joomla template. For example, a module 
position “Left” could be assigned to be on the left side of the template to display the 
navigation menu[11]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 
                                           Figure 2.3: Module Positions[12] 

 

2.4  PHP 

PHP is a scripting language following OOP(Object Oriented Programming) paradigm. It is a 
leading language when it comes to websites and web applications development. WordPress, 
Joomla, Wikipedia, Facebook, Ebay etc. are some of the products and websites made possible 
by PHP[13]. 

PHP scripts are light weight and runs on all sort of servers like Linux, Windows, MAC OS, 
Unix etc. It is also completely free to use and has millions of code examples online.  
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PHP offers many libraries to reduce writing codes for complicated tasks such as web security, 
caching, networking, web service etc.   

Development frameworks for PHP are Zend, Cake PHP, CodeIgniter etc.  

Joomla, Wordpress, Magento etc. are the CMS made by PHP and taking over the entire web 
fast. From a survey result, PHP is powering 30% of the total web today. [14] 

The main competitors of PHP are Asp.net, Python, Java and Ruby on Rails. All of them are 
almost equally capable of handling and creating modern websites and applications. PHP holds 
more shares in market than the other’s at the moment and together with its community and 
products made out of it like Wordpress, Joomla etc., it is certainly not going to be an out-
dated technology in few decades. A visualization of most discussed programming languages 
is illustrated below[15].  

 

                                    

           

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                             Figure 2.4: Most Discussed Languages[15] 

 

                               

2.5  3D Website Technology Analysis  
 
3D websites are the future of web. Previously powered by flash, 3D websites are reaching a 
new height with HTML5 and CSS3 as they provide faster and more integrated support and 
good adaptation in mobile devices. Below is the research on its past and present functionality 
and possible future. 
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2.5.1  Flash vs HTML5   
                            
The battle for being the best in 3D web technologies started in 2004, when “WHATWG” 
(Web Hypertext Application Technology Working Group) with members from Apple, 
Mozilla foundation and Opera software started to develop HTML5 and CSS3. In 2006, the 
W3C announced they will work together with WHATWG team and finally in 2008, the first 
version of HTML5 is released. Then, in December 2010, the Google App Store opened in 
HTML5 and from then the slow adoption of HTML5 started exploding. Today, Youtube, 
Flickr, Linked In, Disney and many other companies provide HTML5 in their product [16]. 
 
With the fast growth of HTML5 canvas and WebGL, the future of web development and 3D 
support is getting clear as it is heading towards a “Flash free” world where everything will be 
taken care of by the browser[17].  
 
The first thread to Flash came when Apple abandoned Flash in iPhones.  
 Now, according to latest articles more companies have decided to build devices which are not 
flash supportive which is an obvious support to lift HTML5 as a strong competitor against 
flash.[18]  
 
Plus, the next big project of Adobe Corporation is “Adobe Edge for HTML5” which is a 
framework for HTML5 and CSS3. Recently, Adobe has abandoned all kind of mobile 
support, which means not just iOS, but also Android, Symbian etc. cannot use flash any more 
which is a direct thumbs up for HTML5 by the creator of flash. [17] 
 
Some early prediction on flash are mentioned below. 
 
“Flash was created during the PC era – for PCs and mice. Flash is a successful business for 
Adobe, and we can understand why they want to push it beyond PCs. But the mobile era is 
about low power devices, touch interfaces and open web standards – all areas where Flash 
falls short.”    - Steve Jobs, April 2010[18] 
 
“New open standards created in the mobile era, such as HTML5, will win on mobile devices 
(and PCs too). Perhaps Adobe should focus more on creating great HTML5 tools for the 
future, and less on criticizing Apple for leaving the past behind.”- Steve Jobs, April 2010[18] 
 
 

2.5.2  HTML5 & WebGL 
 
HTML5 is a markup language to present structured content for web and the core of internet. It 
is the fifth revision of HTML.  
 
HTML5 encourages dynamic contents and application creation by including processing 
models and application programming interfaces (APIs) for complex web applications. 
 
HTML5 offers cross platform support across browsers, operating systems and mobile devices 
as it is still a markup language containing dynamic functionalities. HTML5 contains many 
features which have been especially built to run on low-powered devices like smartphones 
and tablets. In December 2011, a research forecasted that the sales of HTML5 compatible 
phones will reach over 1 billion in 2013[19]. 

http://www.apple.com/hotnews/thoughts-on-flash/
http://www.apple.com/hotnews/thoughts-on-flash/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markup_language
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_programming_interfaces
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application
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HTML5 includes video, audio and canvas elements which are new to traditional HTML 
markup. On top of these, HTML5 is integrated with scalable vector graphics (SVG)  (that 
replaces the uses of generic object tags) and MathML for mathematical formulas. These 
functionalities are designed to make it easy to input, interact, utilize and 
handle multimedia and graphical content in websites without having to be limited within 
proprietary plugins and APIs[19]. 
 
WebGL is a 3D rendering API designed to power all kind of graphical works on web.  
OpenGL ES 2.0 is the ancestor of WebGL and thus provides similar rendering architecture, 
but in an HTML context.  

WebGL works as a rendering medium for HTML5 Canvas. The HTML5 Canvas provides a 
way for rendering in web pages and allows for performing that rendering using different 
rendering APIs[20]. 

  

2.5.3  Open Source Plugins using HTML5 
 
HTML5 and CSS3 can do wonders in little code which required chunks of code before. In 
additional to this, developers from all corner of the world is enriching the world of HTML5 
and CSS3 development by adding more and more plugins and engines, so that more  
developments can happen really soon.  
 
For example, meny.js is a plugin which contains methods to use 3D effects is build with 
Html5 and JavaScript, so that a developer can just call methods and use this 3D effect library. 
The interesting factor is that, the numbers of such engines are exploding and thus HTML5 and 
CSS3 based web development is going to get a lot easier, cost effective and efficient very 
soon. [21] 
 

2.5.4  JavaScript & jQuery  
 
JavaScript is a scripting language, often called as the backbone of dynamic internet. Almost 
all dynamic functionalities visible in the web today are created with JavaScript. A developer 
can choose different languages like Asp.net, PHP, HTML5 etc., but in most cases the 
developer is using JavaScript for creating dynamic contents and functionalities.  
 
JavaScript uses DOM (Document Object Model) to interact with user activities and change 
contents dynamically without reloading the webpage. It also uses prototypes where many 
other object oriented languages use classes for inheritance. 
 
Today, JavaScript powers most of the graphics and 3D rendering engines for web starting 
from WebGL, MooTools, Java 3D, Direct 3D, three.js etc[22]. 
 
jQuery is a JavaScript Library. “Write More, Do Less” is the tagline of jQuery. Almost all 
JavaScript functionalities can be used with very few lines of code using jQuery. It simplifies 
HTML document traversing, Ajax interactions, event handling and animating for rapid web 
development to bring a change to the way that you write JavaScript[23]. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML5_Audio
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canvas_element
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML_element
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scalable_Vector_Graphics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MathML
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multimedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2D_computer_graphics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plug-in_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Application_programming_interface
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prototype-based_programming
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Class_(computer_science)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inheritance_(computer_science)
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2.6  User Interface Design 
 
Technologies are made for everyone and for a developer understanding Human-Computer 
Interaction (HCI) principles and following that is most important when it comes to the point 
of acceptability. Since 3D website layout is basically an interface, “User Interface Design” is 
the most important part to focus on among all the sections of Human-Computer 
Interaction[24].  
 
User Interface Design is a continuous process as new technologies come, people’s view on 
computer keeps changing. It is also related with other parts of Human-Computer Interaction 
like User Experience design, User Centred design etc.   

 

According to Jef Raskin in his book The Humane Interface [25], there are two laws of user 
interface design.  

 First Law: A computer shall not harm your work or, through inactivity, allow your 
work to come to harm. 

 Second Law: A computer shall not waste your time or require you to do more 
work than is strictly necessary. 

Also, According to Larry Constantine and Lucy Lockwood in their usage-centred design[26], 
principles of user interface design are[27]: 

 Structure principle: UI design should be able to fulfil the purpose of the 
application, in effective and useful ways based on easy and static models that are 
apparent and recognizable to users, organizing the related things and separating 
things that are not related, differentiate between dissimilar things and making 
similar things reflect one another.  

 Simplicity principle: Simple design which is easy to understand and communicate 
in user’s native language. The design should provide good shortcuts that are 
meaningfully related to longer procedures. 

 Visibility principle: The design should contain all options and materials for a 
given command without distracting the user with extraneous or redundant 
information.  

 Feedback principle: This principle is all about informing users of their actions or 
interpretations, states or condition, and exceptions that are relevant and of interest 
to the user. 

 Reuse principle: Reusing of internal and external components and behaviours 
while maintaining consistency is the reuse principle. 

 Tolerance principle: The UI design must be tolerant, able to identify and cure  
mistakes and misuse by allowing undoing and redoing, plus preventing any further 
errors wherever possible by tolerating varied inputs and sequences[27].    

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jef_Raskin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Humane_Interface
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Larry_Constantine
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3. Realization 
 
Realizing and deciding is a tough job in the matter of web programming as there are too many 
good options to choose from which are equally capable of doing the same thing. After 
carefully studying and checking availability of learning tools online for this thesis work, the 
choices were narrowed down and described below. 
 
 

3.1  Website  
 
After all the research on Joomla CMS, component, modules and PHP it seems that this 
combination has all kind of potentials needed for this thesis work. The plan was to develop a 
blog system as a Joomla component first, which will be easy to use and can be redistributed 
afterwards. Then, the blog system will be customized for our concept “iDream”.  
 

3.1.1  Template 
 
The default Joomla 3 template “Protostar” is used for this website which is by default 
responsive (customizes content size based on devices) and contains a number of modules and 
components by default. The decision was to only customize the modules and components as 
needed and not to design the template any further. 
 

3.1.2  Development Environment and Tools 
 
Joomla often gives problems when moving updates of contents and codes from one place to 
another as it is heavily integrated with MySQL database. The goal was to put the site on a real 
server and due to the above mentioned reason the site was developed directly on a real server 
from one.com hosting. In local computer, Notepad++ was used to edit codes and FileZilla to 
transfer files between local computer and server.  
 

3.1.3  Working on Real Server 
 
In server, cPanel was used to monitor, managing PhpMyAdmin etc. Customizing DNS 
(Domain Name System) redirect was needed as just a sub-domain of the parent domain on 
that server was in use for this thesis work. But, the parent domain also contained redirection 
to a wix.com site and thus it needed much customization on the .htaccess file to customize 
redirects.  
 
It might seem unusual to work directly on server and not finding a better way to develop on 
local computer, but there was limitation of time to deal with configuration errors. 
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3.1.4  Component 
 
Component creation is a MVC process and needs a good structure design as the starting point 
of development. Joomla contains Frontend and Backend and to control both sides it needs two 
components. One is located inside the Administration folder of Joomla CMS which controls 
the Backend, manages between Frontend and Backend and handles template integration. The 
other one is in the Components folder of Joomla CMS which controls Frontend, connects 
modules and interacts with user activities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                  
 
                            Figure 4.1: Structure of the component (Backend Part) 
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3.1.4.1  Version 1  
 
At the beginning, it was tough to decide the structure for the component. So, to begin with, a 
component that comes by default with Joomla named “com_content” was followed to plan a 
primary structure for the blog component in this thesis work.  
 
The decision was made because “com_ content” component has both Frontend and Backend 
activities and works almost like a basic blog component.  
 
After many “Trial and error” processes, the full structure of the component was designed and 
developed into a very basic blog system which was version 1. For example, the final design 
for the Backend part is visualized in the diagram above (Figure 4.1). 
 
Then, it was pretty much work with the database designing so that the expected functionalities 
can be developed simpler which performs faster. Since, it is a content based component, the 
importance of a good database design is an absolute must. In the component, all 
functionalities have their own tables which contains id for each activity and saves user 
information and content. The database for user information is the Joomla’s default database 
which contains automatic encryption of user password and user image names so that the 
contents can be secured and prevent from unauthorized activities. So that, even if a hacker 
hacks into the database, it is not possible to manipulate the identity of the blogger.  
 

3.1.4.2  Version 2 
 
A simple blog system was developed with “Add Blog”, “Dreams & Wishes gallery” and 
“Channel” functions which are totally incorporated with the database according to users and it 
has been quite a time consuming task as Joomla API’s for different functionalities needed to 
be found out and some were not working as expected. But, Google.com and Joomla 
Developers blogs helped out a lot.  
 
First development started with the “Add Blog” functionality where TinyMCE editor was used 
as default editor. Then the sharing functionality was designed and a control of the sharing was 
provided for the admin, so that each blog has to be approved by the admin before it gets 
updated in the gallery. It also contains “Title”, “Intro image”, “Tags” etc. which exists in the 
default structure of a Joomla CMS blog system.  
 
There was plan to create two different gallery, one for the Dreams and another for the Wishes 
and organize the contents in alphabetical order. The gallery looks like feeds and every feed 
item has three parts, “Inro image” of the blog, first line of the blog and a read more. Clicking 
on any feed redirects to the page where the blog is shown and there is two functions called 
“Follow” and “Subscribe”. “Follow” increases the follower of the blog and “Subscribe” 
makes the user a subscriber of the editor of the blog. 
 
Next piece of functionality was the Channel page which contains a horizontal slide show of 
the name and image of the subscribed channels. Then there is a feed part just like the gallery 
mentioned above, which contains latest blogs from the subscribed channels. The horizontal 
slide show took much time and required to study and explore jQuery libraries and online 
examples. Both of the galleries and Channel page uses pagination if the feeds exceeds 
maximum number of feeds in a single page. 
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3.1.4.3  Version 3 
 
Joomla Modules development started in version 3. It was planned 3 modules to be developed 
at beginning, one for the Dreams gallery activities in Homepage, one for Wished gallery 
activities in Homepage and one for the added blogs list called “Your Blogs” in Channel page. 
 
As the database was designed with these activity modules in mind, it was pretty easy to get it 
done. Each Dreams/Wishes gallery activities contains four parts, image of the editor, name of 
the editor, title of the blog and country of the editor.  
 
But, “Your Blogs” module was a tough one to develop and the CSS and jQuery transition 
took some time to make it look pretty. The added blogs are arranged in a monthly order.   
 
So, it was basically development of the Homepage and improving the Channel page. The 
Homepage also contains an advertisement block and the default login module that comes with 
Joomla.  
 

3.1.4.4  Version 4 
 
Family page and Community page was developed in this version. The Family page contains 
functionality to add family members by their user name. Then, there is a list of the family 
members and their resized pictures and a module which shows family members activities and 
achievements in the site, similar to Dreams/Wishes gallery activity modules.  
 
The Community page displays the blogs which gets a thousand follows. Since the site does 
not have that many users, a change in the database was done to simulate a blog becoming a 
community. When a community blog link is clicked it redirects to the official page of the blog 
which includes the blog, a horizontal slideshow of the blog followers and option to put 
comments which is another module build for this component.  
 
In the Homepage, a module was added to show Community page activities following same 
structure as Dreams / Wishes gallery activities.  
 
Next, My Account page was created which is pretty simple and contains profile picture 
uploading functionalities. Also, there were some modifications with some modules that come 
with Joomla by default, e.g. the Login module.  
 
The Backend functionality for approving any blog before presenting to the website is 
developed in this version by changing some rules in Joomla’s default blog system.  
 
Finally, there needed some design fixes between the template, the components and modules.  
Some additional CSS development was done to create appealing pages and modules.   
 
The latest version of the blogging system component for this thesis work is version 4.  
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3.2  3D Layout 
 
3D website layout has been a big challenge since there are many types of engines and plugins 
to use for achieving similar result and all has their individual API’s. A lot of time was spent 
exploring them and finding out an efficient solution for developing the layout. 
 
At first the choice was to use Three.js or Paper.js, but they had relatively complicated API and 
the examples were mainly complex animations. On the other hand, a website containing some 
pretty cool 3D website related concepts and example was found called hakim.se and a plan 
was made to use “Kontext.js” which is already a 3D website layout. The challenge was to 
customize it on the basis of Human-Computer Interaction principles. 
 
The decision after research on Human-Computer Interaction principles was to create an extra 
layer on top of Kontext.js and incorporate it with keyboard controls and smart menu 
navigation described in the results section below. 
 
First of all, in Kontext.js, all pages are treated as a DOM object while they are active and 
controlled by JavaScript. Creating multiple layers of DOM object on a single DOM object 
was the challenge to achieve, so that a menu item can contain as many pages as the user 
wants. After much “Trail and Errors” with JavaScript and jQuery, the goal was achieved. 
 
Next, it was complex to navigate between pages as multiple layer of DOM’s created much 
complex architecture. A good amount of time was needed to solve this puzzle and finally it 
was solved with the help of JavaScript and CSS.  
 
Round buttons were integrated with each menu item for better finger touch using CSS. Also, 
controls were added to navigate the webpage with the up, down, right and left keyboard 
buttons, so that there can be three ways of navigation control – mouse, touch and keyboard. 
 
Now the 3D template is ready on the basis of Human-Computer Interaction and User Interface 
design principles and contains well commented codes so that any developer can quickly take 
control and use the template for their own projects. 
 
Since, Joomla templating is a vast field and time did not allow to expand this 3D layout into 
an Joomla template and incorporate with iDream. 
 
 

3.3  Security & Error Handling 
 
Security and Error handling is undoubtedly the most essential part of any application. In the 
blog system component, in every pages there exists three layers of security and error handling 
to make the component and iDream more authentic and validated.  
 

3.3.1  Authentication & Validation 
 
If the user is logged in or not, checks if the content/comment inserted to be saved do not 
contain codes for SQL injection, checks if the data is valid, e.g. if a user tries to open more 
than one account with same email address it will show try again message. 
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3.3.2  Authorization 
 
Checks if the user has permission to access specific content, provides different information 
based on the identity of the user etc. 
 

3.3.3  Error Log 
 
Gives success, failed or error message after every activity. For example, after adding a blog, it 
gives a text that blog saved successfully.  
 
These three layers of checking are essential for any kind of software or web application to 
maintain high level of reliability and trust on the system for the users. 
 
 
 

3.4  Development Methods 
 
With two persons in the team, the pair programming concept was followed and the 
development has been done in XP process. Also, role of both customer and developer was 
played after each segment.  
 
Version control was used and good amounts of testing were done after each version. The 10 
weeks workflow is mentioned below: 
 
Week 1-2 :  Learning process on Joomla Component Development and planning structure of  
                    the project.  
 
Week 3-4 :  Created the core of the website, management of strategies and implementation of  
                    “Add blog” and “Gallery” sections. 
 
Week 5    :  Bug fixes, implementing activity segments in homepage. Also, start of research  
                    on 3D website layout. 
 
Week 6-7 :  More bug fixes and implementation of “Channel” segment and synchronization  
                    between all the segments. 
 
Week  8   : Family page, Community functionality and Homepage.  
 
Week 9    : Some fixes on template for expected look, testing and 3D template layout. 
 
Week 10  : Final functionality testing, Security testing, customizing  modules and report  
                  writing 
   
It has been a long workflow and significant number challenges during development. First, it 
took much time on the learning process, then implementation and also good amount of time 
was put on bug fixes and synchronization. Overall, it was a complete software development 
lifecycle from project proposal, calculating worthiness of development, test and 
documentation. 
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4. Results 
 
It has been a pretty tough journey throughout the project with Joomla website and 3D website 
layout. The final design, achieved results and functionalities are mentioned below.   
 
 

4.1  Website 
 
First, a blog system was developed as Joomla component and module. Then, the blog system 
was customized according to the plans for “iDream”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
                                                        Figure 4.1: Sitemap 
 
If a guest user enters the site, he has only 3 menu options by default - “Home”, “Gallery” and 
“Community”. For a logged user there are 4 more options - “Add Blog”, “Channel”, “My 
Account” and “Family”. All of these functionalities are handled by the backend codes and 
using JUser library to differentiate between guest and logged user. 
 
The blog system component is called “com_blog” and it is created following all protocols and 
using MVC architecture. The Controller classes are used to decide where the user command 
should go, Model classes handles operations like edit blog, delete blog, calculate visitors, 
database works etc. and finally View classes for rendering everything and presenting the 
output. 
 
The blog system component is divided into two parts, Frontend and Backend. The Frontend is 
the presentation of the website and allows users to administrate their contents (user backend) 
and the Backend acts as a site administrator (developer backend).  
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4.1.1 Backend 
 
Backend handles the various administrative activities. For example, assigning page specific 
menus or sub-menus to be displayed, allowing or disallowing user/user groups to specific 
options/pages and approving added blogs so that they can be displayed in the Dreams/ Wishes 
gallery.  
 
The View corresponds to a set of Model, Controller and XML file. The XML contains 
information about all segments and helps synchronizing with the Backend Joomla template 
called “isis”.  
 
The controller handles various functionalities and calls the required Models based on the 
requirement.  
 
The Models provide functionalities like user access control, blog permissions, comments 
modification etc. 
 
   

4.1.2  Frontend 
 
Frontend is basically the actual website visible to the users. Whenever a developer needs to 
add a new view to the frontend in this blog system component, the developer can add a new 
folder in the views default folder. Throughout the development, new controllers and models 
were added for corresponding views and functionalities, so that request for various operations 
can be handled efficiently. 
 
 
Homepage 
 
The home page displays the Dreams gallery activity, Wishes gallery activity, Advertisement 
and the Community page activities. The activity feeds are generated from the feeds extension 
and customized as needed. The data for these feeds are recorded when activities happen in the 
corresponding gallery and pages in the site. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                        Figure 4.1: Homepage 
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Each entry in the Dreams and Wishes gallery activity feeds contains a picture of the author, 
name, country and title of the blog. The community activity feed give two kind of 
information, first which blogs became community and second notifications of every thousand 
followers increase.  
 
Gallery Page 
 
The gallery page displays all the blogs that has been added and published as “Share with the 
world”. The Dreams and Wishes gallery uses the same layout.  
 
                              image                              blog title          read more 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                             Figure 4.2: Each entry in Gallery 
 
Blog detail Page 
 
This is the page that comes when “read more” button is pressed. It contains the blog, blog title 
and options to follow and subscribe to the blog. If someone subscribes here, it is saved in the 
database and synchronizes with the channel of the user who subscribed. The follow button 
gives the option to follow the blog and mainly created for the community purpose, as 1000 
followers in a blog create a new community. 
 
Add Blog Page 
 
The Add Blog page displays the page for the purpose of adding a blog entry. It has the 
following options. 
 
 Blog title 
 Blog editor (TinyMCE editor) 
 Intro image upload(Thumbnail of the blog at gallery) 
 Tags (To help Search Engines to index the blog more efficiently) 
 Category (Dream or Wish) 
 Share with world (Yes / No) decides if the user just wants to save it or also wants to 

share with the world. 
 Submit / Cancel 

 
After submitting, it gets saved in the database. But, it waits for the approval of the blog 
administrator and only after that the added blog get updated it in “Dreams / Wishes gallery”, 
“Your Blogs” part of the channel page and Dreams / Wishes gallery activity modules in the 
homepage. The approval function is developed so that spammers and unwanted/harmful blogs 
can be prevented from polluting the “Gallery”.  
 
Joomla has most of these options by default in its core, but it can be too risky from developers 
prospective as it makes it easier to hack the site and non-user friendly from users prospective 
as the user needs to learn about Joomla backend and complex rules. So, the Add Blog 
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functionality is acting as a simpler way to add blogs, but underneath it is still following the 
same databases and mechanism Joomla backend blog editor uses.   
 
Channel Page 
 
The Channel page displays the channel of a user which follows similar structure as Youtube 
channels. The channel is segmented into three main parts: horizontal image scroll bar of 
subscribed channels, feeds of recent blogs from subscribed channels and list of own blogs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                  
                                                                                           Figure 4.4: List of Blogs (monthly)               
Figure 4.3: Image Scroll in Channel Page                                           
                                                                                                                                                                                        
 
Each entry in the horizontal image scroll bar contains a picture of the channel owner, name of 
the channel as hover over text and clicking on the image redirects to the subscribed channel.  
 
List of blogs is inspired from Facebook time, contains latest entry from subscribed channels. 
It also has pagination functionality (1,2,3) if the list does not fit in one page. 
 
List of own blog is where all the blog entries are listed. It gets updated every time the user 
adds a blog and the list is organized in a monthly way so that all added blogs in a month is 
under same sub-list. 
 
 
 
Family Page 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            Figure 4.5: Family Page 
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The Family page displays the information regarding the family members and the option to add 
family members by name and a feed for displaying family member activities. The activity lists 
recent blog entry, blog turning into community and every 1000 follower increase of the blog. 
 
 
Community Page 
 
The Community page displays the information regarding the communities and provides 
details of a community on click of any community name. It also contains a horizontal image 
slider for displaying who is following the blog and options for commenting on the 
community. The comments can only be deleted by the editor of that blog and the admin. 
 
 
My Account Page 
 
My account page contains the user info and picture uploading/changing option. 
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4.2  3D Website Layout     
 
After the analysis of User Interface Design principles, the idea was finalized and the final plan 
for the 3D website layout is given below. 
 

1. Showing maximum information: Showing maximum information in a single 
page can help the user from unnecessary navigating to find related information 
spread in several pages. This covers the structure and visibility principles of 
Human Computer Interaction.   
  

2. Easier navigation: A mouse-keyboard combined menu navigation approach for 
ordinary laptop user and also an easily touchable rounded button with each 
menu item for touch-screen users. For navigation, there will be two types of 
model to choose from. A three dimensional (Up, Left, Right) navigation model 
where Up dimension will be used for sub-menu, Left and Right dimensions for 
content navigation. Also, a five dimensional (Up, Upper left, Upper right, Left, 
Right) navigation model, where the extra two dimensions can be used 
depending on the developers need.  
 

 
Kontext.js had the basic foundation of the 3D website layout and according to the theoretical 
plan above, the decision was to create an extra layer on top of Kontext.js website example and 
introduce a new navigation system. The whole idea is visualized in the picture below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                           
                                          Figure 4.6: The 3D website layout 
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The 3D website layout is a replacement of the traditional navigation menu concept by 
introducing rounded touch/click point for main menu and upper arrow style for navigating 
sub-menus. Also an alternative solution to mouse oriented navigation by introducing a 
keyboard navigation standard.  
 
Each menu is treated as an object which can contain many pages and between contents of a 
page, it will be horizontal navigation using left and right arrow replacing the old vertical 
navigation. For popular mouse navigation with middle scrolling button for going down on a 
page, it will go horizontally in this scenario. 
  
So, the layout gives the developer much choice of customization on menu, sub-menu, content 
etc. 
 
Today is the age of touch screen technology, and according to our survey, people prefers to 
slide horizontally instead of going back and forth vertically while viewing contents in a page. 
Then in touch desktops it is often tricky to click on the menu text and it could be more 
efficient if there are rounded points to touch on. A survey was carried out by us to validate the 
idea on 3D website layout ideas on 20 internet loving people and the results are given below. 
 
 
 

Question Interesting  Not needed Not Sure 

The idea of 
horizontal 
navigation 

40% 55% 5% 

Rounded Button 
for main menu 
in a touch 
prospective 

60% 10% 30% 

Horizontal 
content 
navigation 

10% 60% 30% 

Keyboard as a 
backup control 
is mouse fails 

90% 0% 10% 
 
 

Keyboard as a 
basic navigation 
control 

55% 30% 15% 
 
 

 
                                    Figure 4.7: Our Survey on 3D website layout idea 
 
 
From the survey, it is clear that not everyone has interest on the ideas of 3D website layout. 
Then, it was bit harder to do the survey before building the product and to visualize the idea 
and how it is supposed to work. Overall the motivation was that even if a single person is 
interested, the idea is worthy of development as there is no accurate predicting of web 
technologies, anything can be hit or flop based on the usability and user satisfaction.                         
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5.  Conclusion 
 
“A conclusion is the place where you got tired of thinking” - Arthur Bloch [28] 
 
Innovative thinking and fruitful discussions will always continue, but as Arthur said, after a 
certain period of time it needs to reach a conclusion in order to harvest the result and make 
ways for next topic of interest to come. 
 
The thesis work has been very educative for us and we have gained working knowledge on 
Joomla, PHP, JavaScript and jQuery etc. It took lots of planning to start the project, then a 
time consuming learning curve for better understanding the full power of web technologies,  
slow and steady implementation and testing of the products and concepts is what we did 
during this thesis work. 
 
The reusable blog system component and implementing “iDream” concept on it has been 
quite a challenge. We thought it will take less time as we have used Joomla CMS and raw 
PHP codes for developing sites but never worked with Joomla component development. The 
first blow came, when we found out that there are very few online resources to learn about it 
and most of it was hard for us. Then, Joomla 3 was the latest release which comes with 
bootstrap, better security and content management, but most of the tutorials we found were 
for older versions where the architecture was different. When we finally got the required 
knowledge, it became easier to work with. Since there is no efficient IDE (Integrated 
Development Environment) for Joomla, it was time consuming while we were writing and 
modifying codes.  
 
The way Joomla functions between codes and template, it clearly reflects the Asp.net and 
Visual Studio combo where we had template with content placeholder, Asp for overall coding 
and C# for the functionalities replaced in Joomla accordingly by modules, PHP and 
JavaScript-jQuery combo. In Joomla most of the things are synchronized with XML and 
provides realistic options for component, module and template overrides which is the plus 
point of Joomla over Wordpress and gives high flexibility to the developer.       
 
If there were a powerful tool like Visual Studio for Joomla, the development would be much 
easier and efficient. Then, shifting a Joomla website from one host to another often causes 
configuration errors which could be more dynamic.  
 
Configuring the blog system component for “iDream” has been a challenge. We had to 
modify some default modules that come with Joomla to give better looks and modifying them 
was hard. We had to study them first and then the development was bit tough as most of the 
pieces of codes are inter-related with other codes and XML files. So, for a simple change, it 
needed to change at several places.  Then creating the feeds, horizontal image scroll, lists, add 
blog functionality and managing all updates through customized MySql database was pretty 
tricky and bug prone.  
 
Overall, we think Joomla is a great tool for developers who need to focus mainly on 
templating and customizing already existent components and modules. Developing 
components and modules can be hard and highly profitable field as Joomla component 
development is bit hard and the number of Joomla users are increasing exponentially 

http://thinkexist.com/quotation/a_conclusion_is_the_place_where_you_got_tired_of/198451.html
http://thinkexist.com/quotes/arthur_bloch/
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according to different statistics found online and Joomla website customization jobs found in 
different outsourcing job platforms like oDesk, Elance, FreeLancer etc.     
The 3D website layout idea was supposed to be “iDream” Frontend template, but after we 
were done with the iDream website and 3D website layout prototype, our time ran out. 
Kontext.js has helped us a lot as we could build our prototype without bothering about 
pictures, photoshop etc. The reason to choose Kontext.js was that it matched what we wanted, 
so that we can easily modify it and gain our expected result.  
 
The research on 3D related technologies opened our minds and helped us to plan better. It is 
obvious that HTML5, CSS3 together with libraries and plugins like Kontext.js, Node.js, 
three.js etc. is the future of web and the future is very near. From our overall research and 
development, we think that it will be a world of responsive contents, light weight and energy 
efficient 3D graphics everywhere within a few years.  
 
At the end, we are happy that we took this project and we have learned a lot. Hopefully our 
findings will contribute to overall improvement of computer science. 
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6. Recommendations for Further Work 
 
Throughout the development, many topics and functionalities came to our mind which can be 
highly beneficial to our thesis work. But we had to prioritize the basic works and ideas and so 
some works are left unfinished. Recommendation for further work is mentioned below.   
 

• Converting the 3D website layout as a Joomla template 
• Adding more security options to it e.g. XSS protection, encrypting login state etc. 
• Improving user account and user privilege’s  
• Reading suggestions to users based on the users choice of blogs 
• Better search functionality 
• SEO (Search Engine Optimization) optimised coding and content management  
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